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The one object of experimental and research work is improve-

ment.

Ae eaoh year goes by bringing its increase in population, we

realize more and more the necessity of improving our •urces of food
supply.

The time will probably come when the United states will be

taxed to the utmost to feed her milljona and keep up her exports that
a number of foreign countries are dependent on.

To

prolong this day

as far as possible, and at the same time for more immediate gains, we
are constantly seeking methods of improvement.
Years ago the practice of breeding and selecting

animals was

It

was readily

recognized as necessary

to produce the best results.

seen that if the poor and indifferent animals were used for breeding
purposes tba t the breed would soon deteri.orate.

It was long after this

before any one seemed to realize that the ea.me pra.ctioe was just as ne-

cessary in plants as in animals, although, the possibilities of plant
breeding were not wholly unknown to the ancient peoples.
Today plant breeding has become all'.l\Ost as general as animal
breeding.

The same breeding principles are practiced with plants as

animals, while tedious, the work is really simpler and

animals.

easier than with

suoh large numbers oan. be used that it is much easier to dia-

card the worthless and undesirable types than in animal,, breeding.

All

possible crosses oan be made in one generation and rontrolled closely.

The expense prohibits such extensive work as this in animal breeding.
The breeding of plants consists in crossing or hyi•idization
and selection.

Hyb~ids

are often superior to either parent plant.

If

two specially good individuals are cross bred. it is natural that the
resultant offspring should possess the characters of both to a certain
degree.

If, after such crosses have been made, selection is praotietta.,

a new strain of the plant can often be started that will show marked improvement over the old.

To keep this up it is necessary to

continue

careful selection and possibly to make new crosses, as these is a tendency for the plants to revert baok to th& old types.
Selection is necessary to

keep down the poor individuals.

No

matter how good the parent plants are they will contain m me weak characteristics which will appear in the offspring according to Mendels law.
There are two methods of selection.
and individual selection.

the best plants from a crop

'1bey are mass selection

By mass selection we mean the selecting of
without regarding the parent plants.

This

method of selection is the one practiced by the average farmer in procuring his seed for the next crop.
selecting of a

By individual selection we mean the

apeoially good individua°k and in turn selecting the best

individual offspring in the succeeding generations.
types and strains

are isolated and started.

In this way new

"Head to row" and riEar to

row" breeding plats are examples of this method of selection.

The purpose of this experiment is to test. the relative
yields o"f grain from aross-bred grains s.s compared with self-

fertili.zed seed of the same varieties.
It was origi.nally purported to make these tests with

both wheat and barley..

However. owing to unfavorable greenhouse

conditions th& wheat plants bloomed very poorly and the crosses
mad& set very little seel * so the wheat
work don• entirely with barley.

W<3S

d.ropped and the

A REVIEW

OF

BREEDING WORK

Before entering into the details of the work conducted, a
brief review will be made of small grain breeding work at other places.
The Agricultural Experiment Station of Wisconsin has oniy recently

issued a bulletin on barley cultivation.

Barley being one of

the principal crops of Wisconsin, the Experiment Station has made considerable effort to improve the seed production.
Individual selection and oross breeding have been carried on
e:xtensi vely.

Up

to the present time no cross-bred varieties have been

developed that compare favorably with the pure strains.

Their great

work has been in individual selection and the production of the so-called pedigree barleys.

They started by procuring foundation stock from the

best varieties in the United States and Canada.

These were planted in

small plats and watched carefully during their growth.
tha best heads were selected from the best plants.
grovm in centgener beds and again selected.

At harvest time

These ware in turn

After five years of this close

selection larger quantities of seed were saved and planted.

The

sixth year small quBiltities of this seed were sent out to co-opera.ting

students all over the state.

In this way the new varieties were dis-

seminated throughout the state and were soon available to every farmer
in the state.
The Wisconsin station bred for large yields, for resistance to
smuts, and for uniformity in size and quality of grain, in length and
strength of straw and in time of germination and maturity.
-
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In twelve

years time si1teen different strains of pedigree barley were developed
that were superior to the old strains.

The six-row bearded was found

to be superior to all other varieties.
Minnesota has probably done as muoh or more work than any other
State in breeding and improving wheat.

The Experiment station has been

working for twenty-five years to produce improved strains for the use of
Minnesota farmers and have been well repaid in many cases.

Their work

has been along the usual lines of cross breeding and selection.

TWO kinds of cross breeding were practiced - out-crosses and
in-crosses.

Out-crosses were made between plants of different varie-

ties and in-crosses between plants of the same variety.

The seed from

these crosses was planted and the best one plant from each arose selected to continue the breeding.

This individual selection was continued

for several years before it was put out as a new variety.

In this way

several new varieties were developed that yielded very creditably with
the best of the old varieties.

However, it was found that large num-

bers had to be worked with in order to get even one cross that was good.
The vast majority of them were no good.
While out-crosses were harder to get than in-crosses, they gave
more evidence of being crossed than did the in-crosses.

Only one of

the in-crosses showed

enough variation from the parent stock to indicate

that it was

some of the best known varieties originating from

hy~«id.

crosses are the Fife and Blue stem wheats.
After establishing a new variety it was disseminated throughout
the state in muohthe same way as the barley varieties were in Wisconsin.
- 7 -

The gain to the farmers of the state by this practice has been immense.
It made available for the farmer pedigreed seed that was far superior to
the sorub stock commonly used.
The Nebraska Experiment station nas done a great deal of wheat
breeding work in last twenty years, mainly along lines of selection.
former years the greater part of the wheat grown in Nebraska was
wheat.

In

spring

The wields were not what they should be so attention was turned

to winter wheats.

The experiment station took the matter up and has

developed a winter wheat that has increased the yield five bushels and
more

per acre.
The variety found to be best suited to Nebraska was the Turkey

Red.

Dr. T. L· Lyon undertook to improve this variety by a systematic

method of selection.
and

To start with he took one thousand select heads
The second year the

planted them in separate rows in the nursery.

best heads from these rows were planted.

This was continued for three

years, some of the poorest being disoac'tiid each yes:r.
three years. the seed was planted in

At the end of

thirtieth-acre plats.

For five

years this was continued until good compar±sons oould be made o'f the
various strains.

ferent sections

Then the wheat was sold in ten bushel lots, in dif-

of the state on the condition that the buyer should

seed according to instructions and make a report on the results.

The

reports showed that an average of twenty-one tests in twenty counties
gave a net increase of four bushels per acre over the local Turkey Red
Wheat.

In only three instances did the local wheat excel the improved

strains.
Dr. Hjalmar Wilssen of the Swedish Experiment Station, has do, ne
a great deal of breeding work with small grRins.
- 8 -

He has made selections

tending toward improvement along all lines.

In some instances he has

been successful and in others V•'r7 unsuccessful.

He found that defi.

ciencies of technical nature could be overcome, Sl.loh as length or. epikelet
but where the foundation principles were concerned it was more difficult
and sometimes impossible.
one of his failures was an attempt to breed f . . stronger
C,t.Ll )"l'Hf,
""1t%B

in barley.

one of the most valuable barleys grown in Sweden was dis-

posed to lodge or fall down.
Re

ea3;:l.

Nilsson tried to remedy this by selection.

spent years of hard work on the problem but never accomplished anything

and finally gave it up.

He

later accomplished his end by pro41161.ag

another strain of barley which had as good quality as the old, and at the
c"' L.m $
same time had strong ~.
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Strong heads were selected from different
grown on the experimental plats at Blaaksling;
two-row, hooded, and beardless varieties.
planted in plats in the green

varie~ies

of barley

they were the six-row,

The seed from these were

house during January, 1914.

The most

favorable conditions possible were furnished for the growth of the plants.
Plenty of moisture was supplied and the temperature kept constant at all
times.
About the middle of .May the plants began blooming.

The beard-

leas bloomed first, followed by the hooded and then the bearded varieties.
All possible crosses were attempted but owing to the irregularity of the
blooming some were not successful.

If the early blooming plant was to be

used as the male parent and the late blooming as the female parent, the
cross was usually more successful than the reverse.
The crosses were me.de in the following mana•r:

Large spi.kel-

eta were selected that were to be used as the female parents;

Just before

the florets were ready to blossom all the florets were removed except
twenty-four of the largest and strongest.

These were opened by means

of a needle and the anthers carefully removed so that there was no inWhenever one was found in which the poi-

jury to the stigma 6nd ovary.
len
tion.

was beginning to open it was discarded for fear of self-fertilizaAfter removing all the anthers the spikelets were covered with

small paper bags to prevent
days later the bags

PJl.Y

foreign pollen from falling on them.

Two

were removed and ripe pollen inserted in the florets
- 10 -

from plants selected to be the male parents.
plaoed and the pleats left to

The bags were then re-

set seed.

In EDme cases every floret on the spike produced a grain.

In

other oases, only one or two gr•ins were produced and in still other oases
none at all were produced.

This may have been due to unfavorable con-

ditions or it may have been due to a natural disability to cross.
After all the grain had ripened it was gathered and the crosses
as well as some of the self-fertilized seed was again planted in pota.
This being in July the pots were put out of doors.

Thia generation,

known as the 7, generation seemed to grow very slowly although favorable
conditions were furnished for its growth.

As soon as cold weather came

the pots were carried into the greenhouse.

The plants did not mature

until the late winter.
or

~,

It was then too late for the second generation,

generation to be grown before June so it was decided not to attempt

it in the green house but to wait and plant it in the field under natural
conditions.

This will be done in the fal.l of 1915.

will be practiced on the

~,

Individual aeleotioa

and succeeding generations in an effor'

to obtain an improved strain.

R E S U L T S

Bo definite results are obtainable yet and will not be until
the

P~

generation is grown.

However, a brief description of the P,

crosses is giYen below.
• •••• • •••••••• • ••• •• •••••
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ROODEJI x

SIX-ROW ,

The hooded characteristics seem to predominate.

'!he heada

all have the appearance of pure hooded heads.
• • • • • • • • • • • •

SIX-ROW x

HOODED

The hooded characteriatica predominate but the heads have
small beards that are slightly more prominent than those on the H x 6R
• • • • • • • • • • • • •

TWO-ROW x :BlURDLESS

The beards of the two-row remain prominent.

Moat al the heads

are like the two-row but there is a tendency for some of them to have four
rows.
• • • •

TWO-ROW

• •

x

• • • • • •

SIX-ROW

The heads are rather small and most of them are like the tworow.

One or two heads are shaped like the aix-row but are not filled.
... 12 -

SIX-ROW

x

TWO-ROW

Very few grains set on these heads, but the two-row characteristics predominate.
• • • • • • • • • • • •

TWO-ROW

x HOODED

The beards of the two-row cariety are absent and the hoods are
present.

The shape

o~

the heads are like the two-row.

• • • • • • • • • • • •

HOODED

x

HOODED

The heads are very heavy and well filled

••

• • • • • • • • •

•

• •

•

The male plant is named first.
It is noted that all these crosses except the last one are out-

crosses.

BY studying these Fr crosses it would seem that hoodedness is the

dominant character above everything else.

Also that heads predominate over

the beardless and two-row shaped heads dominate over the other heads.
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The field for plant breeding is a very wide one.

Many fine

points are brought out in careful breeding work that were not touched on
in one simple experiment.

A study of association and

correlation of

characters and af variation often give points that are valuable.

A

heavy crop of rich bloom and a large production of seed berries on potato es are usually correlated with a small production of tubers.

The

thickness of the outer covering on clover seed is usually correlated
with the quality of the seed.

The thinner the covering, the better the

seed.
These facts are very interesting and often

times very impor-

tant bwt they are only discovered after years of patient work and study.
They are really scientific points which are not sought for by the breeder who is working for quick results.
~ne

work has been an endeavor to produce a barley that will

show increased vigor aAd give larger yields than the parent types.
this end the wor1t wdll -•:e&Zried on.

To

________ ___ _
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